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What (I hope) you will take away from this 

•  The status/readiness of ATLAS for 2010/2011 data 

•  First results obtained at √s = 0.9, 2.36, 7 TeV 
–  Performance of Trigger, Inner Detector, Calorimeter, Muon 

systems 

–  First published physics paper: Charged particle multiplicities at 
√s = 900 GeV 

•  Outlook on the potential of the dataset to be collected 
until the end of the 2010/2011 pp physics run  
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The ATLAS collaboration 
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37 countries  
173 Institutes  
~ 2900 Authors 
  (1000 students)  



The ATLAS Detector 
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Toroid field: 4T peak field, (bending power ~2-5 Tm) 
Solenoid field: 2T MinBias Trigger Scintillators (MBTS) 



Overall Detector Status 
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Status: Feb. 2010 

The detector is in excellent condition! 



The data sample 

•  Collisions started in 2009: 
–  Peak luminosity: ~7 x 1026cm-2s-1 

–  Integrated luminosity: 20 µb−1 
 during stable beams: 12 µb−1 
(systematic uncertainties up to 30%)  

# of collision candidates: 917,000  
 during stable beams: 538,000  
 at 2.36 TeV: 34,000 

•  Data so far in 2010 (stable beams) 
–  Peak luminosity ~1.9 x 1027cm-2s-1  
–  Integrated luminosity: 307 µb−1 

–  # of collision candidates: 17.8 x 106 
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2009 

Average data taking efficiency: 90 % 
( + Efficient offline computing) 

2010 
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Many results have been produced in a short period of time  
 I can only show a few …  

more at 
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/ 



Trigger and DAQ  
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~40 ms 

~ 4s 

Main triggers so 
far Level1 only 

HLT in monitoring 
mode, but also for 
calibration and  
efficiency  
determination 
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Trigger performance 

Level 1: beam-pickup /20 

Recording: Collisions events + monitoring 

Level 1: Main collision trigger: MinBias Scintillators (MBTS) 

L2: Silicon space point counting ~ MBTS/20 
feeds 

Trigger setup: 
•  MBTS as main collision trigger 

(see below) 
•  Full L1 menu running 
•  > 200 HLT chains in monitoring mode 

(process and remember, but don’t reject 
•  Measure trigger behaviour, e.g. turn-on 

jet trigger 



Online beam spot 
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Apart from the event selection, the high level trigger also runs important 
calibration and monitoring algorithms – have been working from early on 

Shown here: Online beam-spot determination for a recent 7 TeV run 

x vs. y 
z 

Beam spot fits indicate luminous size: (x,y) ~ (45µm , 70µm) 



Inner Detector 
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σ(d0) ~ 10 ⊕ 140/(pT/GeV) µm 

σ(pT)/pT ~ 3.4x10-4x(pT/GeV) ⊕ 0.015 B = 2T 



Tracking  
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Inner detector alignment: 
Already close to ideal 

Perfect MC 
2009 Data 

# hits on Tracks, SCT 

Sensitive to MC description 
of geometry, material, … 

Particle ID via transition 
radiation working well 

Pixel Endcap 
σ=20µm 
σ=22µm 



The photon conversion X-ray   
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Probing the detector material 
•  Detector geometry already clearly 

visible 
•  More statistics will provide 

constraints on material description 

γ → e+ e- conversions 



Weak decay reconstruction 
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Excellent check of tracking performance 
•  For example here KS and Λ peaks 

reconstructed close to PDG mass 
• Width well described by MC 



Calorimeter system 
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•  Cu-LAr structure 
•  1.5 < |η| <3.2 
•  σ(E)/E (jet)~50%/√E⊕3% 

LAr electro- 
magnetic  barrel 

•  Pb-LAr accordion 
•  |η|<2.5 
•  Preshower |η|<1.8 
•  σ(E)/E (e/γ) ~ 

 10%/√E⊕0.7%  

•  Fe-Scintillating 
Tile structure 

•  |η| < 1.7 
•  σ(E)/E (jet) ~ 

 50%/√E⊕3% 

•  W-LAr structure 
•  3.2 < |η| < 4.9 
•  σ(E)/E (jet) ~ 

 100%/√E⊕10% 



Calorimeter performance 
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● Data 0.9 TeV 
❍ Data 2.36 TeV 
■ MC 0.9 TeV 
▲ RNDM events 

LAr EM Endcap 

Energy response well understood  
even on cell level 

Calorimeter Response around isolated track 
•  Tracks: 0.5 < pT < 10 GeV, |η| < 0.8 
•  E/p (pions) very well simulated 
•  Years of test beams and simulation tuning 

Tile Calorimeter 



e/γ performance 
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di-photon mass  vs. MC 

√s = 900 GeV π0 

η 
√s = 900 GeV 

π0 

Tighter selection to extract η peak 

Transition radiation for 
electron hadron separation 



EM Calorimeter  
Layer 0 

(Pre-sampler) 

EM Calorimeter  
Layer 1 

(Strip layer) 

EM Calorimeter  
Layer 2 

(Middle layer) 
(Shower Maximum) 

EM Calorimeter  
Layer 3 

(Back layer) 

e/γ performance cont. 
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e/γ 

Longitudinal development of e/γ showers through the four calorimeter layers 

Energy fraction deposited in each layer is well understood 

from IP 



Jets and missing ET 
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Performance is 
as expected and 
well modelled! 

Jet pT vs. MC 

√s = 900 GeV 

√s = 900 GeV/2.36 TeV 

√s = 
   2.36 TeV 

Missing transverse energy resolution and tails 

ΔΦ of the two leading jets 

√s = 900 GeV 



Muon system 
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Trigger: RPC/TGC 
Precision: MDT/CSC 

 µ momentum resolu+on:  
   < 10% up‐to E(μ) ~ TeV 
Coverage: |η|<2.7 Toroid field: 4T peak field, (bending power ~2-5 Tm) 



Muon performance 
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Muons reconstructed standalone in Muon 
Spectrometer or with the Inner Detector 
•  Good agreement for combined muons (limited 

statistics) in 900 GeV collisions  
(p > 4 GeV, pT > 2.5 GeV and |η| < 2.5) 

•  Comparisons allow studies of energy loss of 
muons in calorimeters from data  
(input to combined reconstruction) 

2008 
cosmics 

collision data at 900 GeV 



First Physics Paper 

Charged‐particle multiplicities in pp interactions  
at √s = 900 GeV 
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•  Full 2009 data set √s = 900 GeV is used 
•  Single arm trigger for maximum acceptance 
•  Kinematic range: |η| < 2.5 & pT > 500 MeV  
•  No extrapolation to outside the measured phase space 

− No removal of Single Diffractive component 

•  Correct reconstructed‐track distributions back to  
hadron level for all detector effects 
− Corrections either determined from data ( trigger and 

vertex efficiency ) … 
− … or extensively checked on data when derived from MC 

(tracking efficiency vs. material description) 

Constrain soft QCD models 
(important input also for high pT physics) 

For more details see talk by 
Heather Gray on Thursday 



Trigger setup 
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Main Trigger:  
   MinBias Scintillators 

offline 
selection 

Control trigger: Beam-pickup  L2 silicon space point counting 
  Event filter tracking  

L1 efficiency  
extracted  
from data 



Results and comparison 
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• Good sensitivity to MC modelling 
•  Behaviour similar as seen in CDF 
• Well described by Pythia-Perugia0 

(tuned on 1.96 TeV CDF data) 

ATLAS <Nch> (pT > 0.5 GeV) at η = 0: 
|η| < 2.5: 1.333 ± 0.040 
|η|<2.4, NSD: 1.241 ± 0.040 
CMS: 1.202 ± 0.043 



What we hope to do with the 2010/11 data 
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 We expect 1 fb-1 @ √s = 7 TeV by 
the end of pp running in 2011 

Standard Model events 
• W±  l±ν (4M) 
•  Z0  l+l- (400k) 
•  ttbar  l+jets (6k) 
•  ttbar dilepton (2.5k) 

Detector commissioning 
+ Standard Model tests 

Discovery potential (examples) 
•  SUSY: 5σ discovery above current 

Tevatron limit with a few 100 pb-1 

•  Sensitive up-to ~1.5 TeV Z’→µµ 
•  3σ evidence for SM Higgs in mass 

range ~145-180 GeV 

It may get very exciting 
very soon! 

Tuesday:  Elias Coniavitis (Higgs) 
Wednesday: Iris Borjanovic (SUSY) 

Wednesday: Julien Donini (Top, ATLAS+CMS) 
 Sara Borroni (W/Z) 

Thursday:  Andrew Brandt/Christophe Royon 
      Forward detector & physics 
 Takashi Matsushita (B and C physics)  



First signs of what lies ahead: Jets 
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Dijet event with uncalibrated jet energies of around 300 GeV, collected 
in the first 7 TeV fill on 30 March 2010  



First signs of what lies ahead: W → eν 
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First signs of what lies ahead: W → µν 
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Conclusions 

•  It hasn’t really started until you published the first paper 

•  The ATLAS detector and its simulation are  
in remarkably good shape 
–  but of course we are far from finished 

•  The 2010/2011 run has the potential for many detailed 
studies of Standard Model properties … 
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i.e. the LHC experiments 
are in business now !! 

… and for a few surprises: 
7 TeV data is now rolling in! 



Additional Slides 



The LHC complex 
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Inner Detector 
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Barrel •  Straw tracker + Transition 
Radiation 

•  4mm diameter straws with 
35 µm anode wire 

•  Layers: 73 in Barrel (axial) 
2x160 in Endcap (radial) 

•  4(9) double layers in 
Barrel/Endcap 

•  4088 modules, 6M chan., 
strips 80 µm 

•  Resolution 17 x 580 µm 

•  3 layers in Barrel and 
Endcap 

•  Pixel size 50 x 400 µm 
•  Resolution 10 x110 µm 
•  80 M channels 



Further efficiency corrections 
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Vertex finding efficiency 
measured from data 
•  L1 MBTS selected events 
•  selected tracks, dropping 

primary vertex requirement 
•  Require impact parameter wrt. 

beam spot < 4 mm 

Tracking efficiency determined 
from data/MC comparisons 
•  Dominant systematic effect: 

material interactions 
•  Many validation studies: 4% 

tracking efficiency uncertainty 
•  Global systematic dominated by 

conservative material estimate 



Charged Particle Multiplicity systematics 
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Results and comparison 
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dN/dη shape agrees well 
with MC models, but ATLAS  
data tends to be higher  
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